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Abstract—Common mental health disorders are rising globally,
creating a strain on public healthcare systems. This has led to a
renewed interest in the role that digital technologies may have for
improving mental health outcomes. One result of this interest is
the development and use of artificial intelligence for assessing,
diagnosing, and treating mental health issues, which we refer to as
‘digital psychiatry’. This article focuses on the increasing use of
digital psychiatry outside of clinical settings, in the following
sectors: education, employment, financial services, social media,
and the digital well-being industry. We analyse the ethical
challenges of deploying digital psychiatry in these sectors,
emphasising key problems and opportunities for public health,
and offer recommendations for protecting and promoting public
health and well-being in information societies.
Index Terms— artificial intelligence, digital ethics, digital
psychiatry, digital well-being, mental health.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE incidence of common mental health disorders is rising
globally. The World Health Organisation states that
between 2005 and 2015 the total estimated number of
people living with depression increased by 18.4% and 14.9%
for anxiety disorders [1]. At the same time, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development has stressed that the
healthcare systems of its member states are under increasing
strain from rising demand that has not been met by an increase
in resource [2]. This pressure, combined with additional
socioeconomic issues (e.g. unequal access to treatment), has
resulted in an increased interest in the role that digital
technologies may have in improving mental health outcomes
[3], [4].
Digital technologies that use artificial intelligence (AI) to
infer whether users are at risk of, or currently suffering from,
mental health disorders are already available on the market,
including public app stores and commercially-available
services [5], [6]. We refer collectively to these technologies
using the label ‘digital psychiatry’. Digital psychiatry is now
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used to infer, with varying degrees of reliability and validity [7],
whether an individual is suffering from depression [8]–[10],
anxiety [11], autism spectrum disorder [12], post-traumatic
stress disorder [13], and suicidal ideation [14].
In addition to risk assessment and diagnosis, digital
psychiatry has also been used to deliver personalized treatment
to individuals [15], [16]. Many of these developments have
resulted from the increased availability of behavioral and
biometric data, and new data streams have the potential for
providing greater ecological validity for epidemiological
studies [17], while also enabling new forms of predictive
analytics [18]. However, such data are now also collected by
institutions and organizations that are not part of formal
healthcare system, for the purpose of extracting mental health
insights about consumers, employees, users, students, and
others. The increasing use of mental health data outside the
healthcare system, alongside technological developments in
digital psychiatry, raises a number of pressing ethical
challenges related to individual health and well-being, as well
as wider social concerns like public health (e.g. epidemiological
inflation; diminishment of patient autonomy).
The goal of this article is to analyze the ethical challenges
related to digital psychiatry, identifying risks and opportunities,
known problems, proposed solutions, and outstanding gaps. We
focus primarily on the use of digital psychiatry outside of
clinical settings. This focus allows us to explore how the use of
digital psychiatry in non-clinical settings could lead to a change
in the distribution of responsibility for the maintenance of
individual and public mental health. In section II, we frame the
ethical challenges associated with digital psychiatry by
exploring its use within the context of formal healthcare
systems. The purpose of this framing is to emphasize the risks
associated with deploying digital psychiatry outside of an
environment that is governed by well-established frameworks
of accountability and ethical principles and practices (i.e. a
formal healthcare system). In section III, we explore sector
specific uses of digital psychiatry in non-clinical settings,
including education, employment, financial services, social
media, and the digital well-being industry. 1 In section IV, we
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1
The term ‘digital well-being industry’ is used to refer to the growing,
commercial availability of software (e.g. mobile apps), hardware (e.g. smart
watches), and services (e.g. online chatbots) that seek to promote the selfgovernance of mental health and well-being (see section III/E).
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analyze further some of the key ethical opportunities and risks,
and offer a series of related recommendations for protecting and
promoting individual and social well-being in information
societies. Finally, section V concludes the article.
II. FRAMING THE ETHICS OF DIGITAL PSYCHIATRY
Machine learning algorithms are used to learn “statistical
functions from multidimensional data sets to make
generalizable predictions about individuals” [19, p. 91]. These
models can then be used to build automated decision-making
systems that can serve as decision-support tools, when there is
a human-in-the-loop, or fully automated systems, when
designed to bypass or replace human decision-making. Both
types of systems can be used in digital psychiatry, leading to
significant opportunities for improving mental health outcomes
[3]. However, there are also risks to such approaches that need
to be addressed, namely: diminished patient autonomy, limited
model generalizability, risk of epidemiological inflation,
unequal access to (or engagement with) potential support, and
loss of privacy and trust (see section IV for discussion). To
understand these risks better, it is helpful to note how digital
psychiatry is being deployed within formal healthcare systems.
The delivery of formal healthcare is typically governed by
deeply entrenched bioethical principles, norms of conduct, and
regulatory
frameworks
that
maintain
professional
accountability. These practices and frameworks are designed to
minimize risks to patient health and well-being, among other
things, and are starting to address the use of digital technologies
in healthcare. For instance, the UK’s Department of Health and
Social Care has recently established a code of conduct for the
safe and ethical deployment of AI and other data-driven
technologies within the NHS [20]. Like most areas of
healthcare, clinical psychiatry can be split into the following
series of stages: assessment, diagnosis, and treatment. Digital
psychiatry can be used in each of these stages, either to support
clinicians or automate key aspects of healthcare delivery. For
instance, Lucas et al. found that the use of virtual human
interviewers increased the disclosure of mental health
symptoms among active-duty service members, who may
otherwise be unwilling to seek support due to perceived
stigmatization [16]. The use of this virtual interviewer was able
to improve user engagement with mental health services while
also creating a novel environment to collect behavioral data to
facilitate
assessment
and
diagnosis.
Furthermore,
environmental and behavioral data collected by mobile devices
(e.g. smartphones, wearables) can provide ecologically-valid
sources of information about patients [21], [22], which could be
used to extract insights about the social-determinants of their
health to improve decisions about treatment options (e.g. social
prescribing or pharmacological). The complexity and size of
these datasets means that AI is often necessary to help clinicians
extract meaningful insights [23].
As the above examples suggest, digital psychiatry can be
used to augment and extend the abilities of healthcare
professionals, automating key tasks while ensuring that human
2
Similar concerns have been raised in relation to embodied robotics used in
assisted living and geriatrics [27], [28].

judgement remains an integral part of the process. Others have
already commented on the importance of keeping humans (and
society) in-the-loop when deploying AI systems in healthcare
[24], but this concern takes on a particular importance in the
context of psychiatry. As Burns notes,
“[t]he diagnosis of a mental illness […] reflects a
judgement, albeit often imperfect, that individuals have
become different from their ‘normal’ selves in some fairly
recognizable way.” [25, p. 178]
It is crucial, therefore, that the judgment as to whether
individuals have become “different from their “normal’ selves”
remains a responsibility of a human agent.
Furthermore, as Johnstone & Boyle note, the purpose of a
diagnosis is
“fundamentally an attempt to make sense of a person’s
presenting problems, to understand how they have come
about and what might help”. [26]
Automated decision-making systems may be well-suited to
tasks like classification, but they are poorly suited to perform
tasks involving, for example, therapeutic, interpersonal
conversation.2 Hence, this participatory process of sensemaking between a patient and psychiatrist, alluded to by
Johnston & Boyle, is also currently poorly reflected in digital
psychiatry.
In the same vein, decisions about when, how, and whether to
intervene in digital psychiatry are complicated by the
introduction of new forms of data. For instance, Lehavot et al.
raise a series of ethical concerns in relation to the use of suicidal
postings on social media by healthcare professionals [29]. As
they explain, self-disclosure of suicidal thoughts can serve a
therapeutic purpose for some patients. Therefore, ill-timed or
misjudged interventions, could lead to unintended harm by
failing to respect a patient’s perceived boundaries of privacy.
These ethical challenges are far from resolved even in cases
where only healthcare professionals are involved. Therefore,
the use of digital psychiatry to automate similar interventions
outside clinical settings are only likely to complicate matters
further.
These are just a couple of instances of where the use of digital
psychiatry to automate key aspects of the clinical pathway
raises potential risks—many of which emerge because of key
differences between human psychiatrists and digital psychiatry
(see Table I for a list of important differences). These risks exist
despite the aforementioned principles and practices that govern
how formal healthcare is delivered, and sometimes despite
retaining a human-in-the-loop. Therefore, as the use of digital
psychiatry moves outside the remit of the institutional practices
and frameworks of healthcare systems, we can expect
additional ethical challenges to emerge.
In the next section, we introduce some of these risks in
several sectors that have begun to deploy digital psychiatry:
education, employment, financial services, social media, and
the digital well-being industry. While some risks are sectordependent, others are shared across sectors. For instance, the
potential to automate aspects of psychiatry outside of formal
healthcare systems suggests a shift in the distribution of
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responsibility for the maintenance of public mental health. This
can be seen when considering the case of employers, who
previously did not have a reliable mechanism for assessing the
mental health of employees, but with the development of digital
psychiatry are now able to take advantage of new opportunities
to support employee well-being. However, it is possible that
these new opportunities are also establishing new duties of care
and responsibilities to intervene (e.g. detecting an employee
that is suffering from high levels of occupational stress and
anxiety), which will be hard to discharge without the ethical and
legal frameworks that provide necessary guidance and support.3
These frameworks are already well-established in the case of
formal healthcare systems and supported by mechanisms of
legal and professional accountability that are designed to
safeguard public health, but they may fail to translate outside of
their original domain [30]. This is why the use of digital
psychiatry outside of formal healthcare systems raises pressing
ethical challenges related to health and well-being.

III. THE WIDER USE OF DIGITAL PSYCHIATRY
In this section we explore several sectors where digital
psychiatry is used outside of formal healthcare systems,
introducing some key ethical challenges that are explored
further in section IV.4
A. Education
AI has already had a significant impact on the organization and
delivery of formal education [31]. In relation to digital
psychiatry, two developments stand out: the use of AI to
develop ‘intelligent tutoring systems’ that facilitate selfdirected learning (e.g. delivering immediate and personalized
feedback), enabling teachers to focus on tasks that machines are
ill-equipped to deliver (e.g. nurturing more creative modes of
learning); and the development of ‘intelligent support systems’
for school and university administrators who wish to identify
students who may be at risk of mental health issues and their
related challenges (e.g. absenteeism from bullying).
Many examples of intelligent tutoring systems exist,
including online learning platforms that use AI to adapt to
student performance [32], and wearables that use sensors to
measure levels of attention and engagement in students and
provide real-time feedback to teachers.5 Therefore, the
possibility of delivering personalized, real-time feedback and
help to students who require additional support due to mental
health issues is an interesting opportunity for using digital
psychiatry in education. A research team at IBM characterize
this opportunity in terms of a ‘digital assistant’. They note how
the
“increased access students have to smart devices that have
a multitude of sensors […] can provide data for better
3
This concern applies to several areas and is discussed in more detail in
section IV.
4
These sectors are not intended to be exhaustive and our review is not based
on a systematic search of the literature. However, the scope of the analysis is
sufficient for our purpose to provide motivating reasons for the claim that
digital psychiatry has wider public health issues and ethical implications that
extend beyond formal healthcare systems.

understanding of the student’s context and usage patterns”
[35, p. 6976].
A primary concern here is the fact that such contextual
information or usage patterns has also been shown to include
latent information pertaining to an individuals’ mental health,
such as levels of anxiety inferred from computer usage logs
[11]. As such, the ability to use AI in the classroom to monitor
student performance and engagement may lead to the
unintended consequence of unfair treatment of those with
undiagnosed mental health issues (e.g. attention deficit
disorder). While this may also be framed as an opportunity for
earlier assessment, this would only be true if the respective
educational institution has the necessary facilities (e.g.
counselling services) to ensure that the student receives
appropriate support. Otherwise, additional monitoring of
student performance and engagement may simply create a
feedback loop that further exacerbates mental health issues,
prompting increased depression, anxiety, and decreased selfesteem, which are associated with academic pressures [36].
Similar concerns also extend to intelligent support systems,
which could (it has been suggested) be used by school and
university administrators to identify students that may be in
need of more targeted support [37], and used to predict selfharm, drug abuse and eating disorders [38]. Further examples
include the use of mobile phone location data for detection of
depression and anxiety in undergraduate students [39], and the
analysis of social media data to detect vulnerable students [40].
When we consider that educational institutions typically
have a duty of care towards young people, it is understandable
that they would be interested in employing digital psychiatry to
support this duty. However, the scope of this duty, and the
(perceived) protection it affords to students can vary. A recent
report commissioned by the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Data Analytics notes,
“whilst data can help with this role, it can also hurt the
individual when mistakes are made, potentially
irreparably. The Inquiry was given an example of a
student who had been mortified when their disability was
revealed to their lecturer, and the comment was made that
although the scale (and therefore severity) of the error
might be very low for the organisation committing it, for
that individual it could be life-changing” [41, p. 32].
Examples like this one highlight an ethical and practical need
to consider the competing interests, values, and priorities of
those who are affected by digital psychiatry. For instance, a
student who suffers with mental health issues, and wishes to
keep this fact private, may find the use of digital psychiatry by
administrative staff to be a violation of their privacy, and judge
it as a disproportionate action taken under the auspices of a duty
of care.

5
A Harvard-based technology firm have developed a product known as
FocusEDU, which they describe as providing “the world’s first technology that
can quantify real-time student engagement in the classroom”, in order to enable
teachers to “track student engagement and class attention levels as they’re
happening” [33]. In addition, a research group at MIT’s Media Lab, have also
developed a similar product (AttentivU) that seeks to improve attention through
real-time monitoring of a user’s engagement [34]. Both devices employ
physiological sensors (i.e. electroencephalography) to measure engagement.
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B. Employment
Like education, there are two strands to highlight in connection
with the use of digital psychiatry in employment: its use to
support management practices and hiring practices (i.e. HR
analytics).
Koldijk, Neerincx, & Kraaij demonstrate how unobtrusive
sensors (i.e. computer logging, facial expressions, posture and
physiology) can be used to collect employees’ behavioral data
to train automatic classifiers to infer working conditions and
stress-related mental states [42]. While such techniques could
support employees’ well-being, we cannot ignore the potential
risk of privacy violations, especially in light of a recent report
about the increasing use of monitoring techniques by large
firms, to track employee behaviors while at work or keystroke
loggers to monitor employee communication [43]. A recent
qualitative study explores how the use of digital technologies to
monitor employees is related to self-reported impacts on
anxiety, stress, and depression, and argues that the use of such
systems impacts negatively an employee’s mental health, and
may lead to a loss of commitment, professional identity, and
self-confidence [44]. The risks raised in relation to the use of
digital psychiatry in education and the potential to create
feedback loops that exacerbate mental health issues also apply
here. However, employers are less likely than educators to have
the necessary human resources to support employees (e.g.
access to counsellors), and the risks for individual privacy
remain high. For instance, continuous monitoring, could be
construed as surveillance and ‘policing’ for compliance, and
users may perceive the risk that the collected data is not just
used for the purpose of promoting their well-being but also to
ensure they are abiding by the ‘rules’ [45].
Turning to the use of digital psychiatry to support hiring
practices, it has been noted that some firms are exploring how
AI can improve HR-analytics by mining sources such as social
media (e.g. LinkedIn profiles) [46]. This, along with the
acknowledgment that “Facebook data has also been used to
infer dark side [sic] personality traits, such as psychopathy […],
and narcissism […]” [46, p. 14], raises substantial ethical
concerns related to privacy and discriminatory profiling.
AI may also be used to infer relevant information from
interview data, possibly using design strategies from
gamification to structure interviews (e.g. to infer cognitive
ability or problem-solving ability). Chamorro-Premuzic et al.
argue that these methods could help standardise the interview
process “making it more objective and cost efficient while
reducing the impact of interviewer biases” [46, p. 14], while
also proving beneficial to firms looking to identify the best
talent. For instance, Chen et al. developed an automated system,
which is able to extract relevant behavioral and psychological
features from video interviews [47]. Part of this process relied
on well-known linguistic assessment tools (e.g. Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count, LIWC6), which detects
psycholinguistic properties associated with positive and
negative emotions. However, this system also relies on the

automated scoring of an individual’s speaking skills that
comprised multiple dimensions, including fluency, prosody,
and pronunciation.
Although the use of intelligent systems for hiring practices is
highly varied in nature, there are two specific concerns to which
we can point. First, individuals with Social Anxiety Disorder
(SAD) sometimes speak slower and more quietly than others
[49]. It is realistic to imagine that this behavioral feature may
reduce employment prospects for individuals suffering from
SAD. For example, forms of algorithmic discrimination may
place too high a weight on prosodic features (e.g. due to biases
inherent in their training datasets or feedback loops that
propagate existing biases further and increase the risk of
discrimination). Second, employment can have myriad benefits
for mental health and well-being, such as potentially supportive
social relationships [50]. The misuse of digital psychiatry in
hiring, therefore, may act as a barrier for those suffering with
mental health issues, preventing them from accessing social
environments that could be beneficial to their mental health and
well-being.7

6
LIWC is a popular method in computational linguistics for inferring
psychological information based on an individual’s language use [48].
7
It should be noted that a recent review showed how digital psychiatry
techniques are still in their infancy in employment and not widely used [51].

However, the fact that these tools and techniques could enable employers to cut
costs both at the level of management and hiring suggests that their use is likely
to grow.

C. Financial Services
Mental health disorders can lead to serious financial difficulties
and further exacerbate an individual’s level of suffering. For
instance, disorders due to addictive behaviors (e.g. gambling or
mood disorders) are associated with compulsive buying and
spending that place heavy burdens on individuals [52].
Technologies already exist to mitigate the negative impacts on
one’s finances, like spending blocks for customers who wish to
limit purchases during specific times (e.g. when at risk from
manic episodes). These technologies may provide more
immediate support to individuals, offering the necessary means
to manage their finances in ways that are responsive to their
individual needs. However, financial services companies are
increasingly looking at whether AI can be used to detect
problematic behavioral patterns in transaction data before they
arise. For example, the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) notes that one firm uses speech analytics software to
parse calls for “triggers or clues to vulnerability, such as
mention of illness, treatment, diagnosis, depression” [53, p. 81].
And, Evans notes that financial services companies are
interested in the potential of combining transaction datasets
with additional sources of data, such as social media usage or
biometric signals (e.g. heart-rate variability) [54]. However, so
far, ethical, legal, and regulatory concerns have impeded these
developments [54].
In recognition of these concerns, the FCA has established a
code of good practice that seeks to impose a duty of care of
financial service providers towards vulnerable consumers,
namely, “someone who, due to their personal circumstances, is
especially susceptible to detriment [e.g. an individual with a
mental health issue], particularly when a firm is not acting with
appropriate levels of care” [53, p. 20].
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As part of their code of good practice, the FCA encourages
proactive intervention, rather than just reactive support, for
customers who choose to disclose information about their
mental health. There are many ways in which the term
‘proactive intervention’ could be construed. One suggestion
that the FCA offers is to “spot abnormal patterns or danger
signals and act before people are actually in difficulties” [53, p.
88]. While the intention behind this suggestion may be
beneficent, its lack of specificity means that it is up to firms to
exercise caution when deciding how to act upon the guidance,
raising two main concerns.
First, there may be no clear justification for using digital
psychiatry instead of alternative strategies that uphold
principles of data minimization [55] and offer support without
explicit diagnosis or identification. Moreover, once identified,
there is a risk that such consumers may become targets of
unscrupulous actors [56]. A narrow focus on the opportunities
that digital psychiatry offers carries a risk of creating an
imbalanced incentive structure, whereby alternative strategies
may be overlooked (e.g. universal design methods that aim to
support and empower all users [57]).
Second, as Evans asks in response to the FCA’s
recommendation of proactive intervention: “[d]oes identifying
that a customer may be at risk place an ethical obligation on a
firm to take action, even if the customer has not sought support
and may not know they’re unwell?” [54, p. 3]
In this case too, we see a concern about how far the duty of
care of financial services organizations extends, and whether
they have a right to intervene.
D. Social Media
Social media receives a lot of attention in relation to the use of
digital psychiatry techniques for suicide prevention [58], [59].
Part of the attention is due to empirical uncertainty about social
media’s own role in increased suicide rates among adolescents,
and the differential impact on males and females [60], [61].8
Because many people who are suicidal are unknown to
healthcare professionals, some have begun to ask what role
social media can play in detecting suicidal ideation and
delivering targeted prevention [63]. Here, a key aim is to use
digital psychiatry to develop risk assessment tools. These tools
can be viewed as attempting to augment and automate the
traditional psychiatric pathway, perhaps by adding an earlier
‘screening’ stage. Risk assessment tools, as Velupillai et al.
note,
“may be powerful even if the [positive predictive value]
of the predictions are low, because they can be deployed
on a large scale.” [64, p. 3]
The ability to operate at scale is what makes digital
psychiatry so promising for deployment on social media
platforms [65]. However, this is a double-edged sword, as the
larger scale also compounds the potential risk of harm (i.e.
greater number of inaccurate assessments). Part of this risk
stems from the widespread use of natural language processing
8
For instance, the World Health Organisation are working towards the
global target of reducing the suicide rate in countries by 10% by 2020, and as
part of their efforts are investigating the “supplementary role that the Internet

(NLP) techniques to extract relevant psychiatric features in text
(e.g. risk factors such as psychiatric stressors [66]). Gkotsis et
al. present findings from a NLP study, which classifies social
media posts as indicative (or not indicative) of a mental health
disorder, and links particular posts to specific disorders [67].
However, as they note, such a strategy may be insufficient to
diagnose users with a specific mental health disorder—for
instance, they could be posting about a friend or family
member.
More recently, Merchant et al. showed how machine learning
algorithms trained on social media posts were more accurate
than those trained on demographic information, where the
ground truth was extracted from consenting patient’s electronic
health records [68]. This can help overcome the previous
problem of determining the ground truth, but it is unlikely to be
a strategy to be deployed outside of clinical settings due to the
limited access to patient records.
While there are undoubtedly many positives to social media
companies using their size and influence for good in this way,
there are also serious ethical concerns related to the use of
digital psychiatry by social media platforms that need urgent
consideration [59]. For example, there is a lack of transparency
regarding how risk assessment tools are developed and operate,
leading to diminished trust in the ability of social media
platforms to use such tools in an ethical and safe manner [58].
Goggin reports that once Facebook’s risk assessment tools
identify a vulnerable user on the basis of their profile, two
outreach actions can take place, “[r]eviewers can either send the
user suicide resource information or contact emergency
responders” [65]. However, it is unclear how often each of these
actions takes place, or what determines whether a user is high
or low risk. This lack of transparency is problematic because
social media platforms can provide users with valuable spaces
to enquire about issues like side effects from treatments, share
coping skills, and even engage in therapeutic forms of selfdisclosure, thereby feeling less isolation or stigma [29], [67].
The recurring issues surrounding the transfer of responsibility
from formal healthcare systems to the private sector and the
ethical challenges of determining when there is a right or duty
to intervene, previously highlighted in the case of education and
human resources, also apply here.
E. The Digital Well-Being Industry
In 2013, the World Health Organisation recommended the
development and implementation of “tools or strategies for selfhelp and care for persons with mental disorders, including the
use of electronic and mobile technologies” as a way of
“improving access to care and service quality” [69].
Reports focusing on the on-going trends in the digital wellbeing industry note that the market is worth nearly $8 billion in
the United States [70], and that there are now more than
300,000 health-related mobile apps available [71]. However, it
is not clear whether the digital well-being industry delivers on
promises—like improved access, real-time support, and more
and social media are playing in suicide communications” (World Health
Organisation, 2014, p. 32).
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empowered users—or whether the proliferation of digital
technologies for personal well-being create new risks for public
health, leading to additional challenges for formal healthcare
systems.
Unlike the previously discussed sectors, the use of digital
psychiatry within the digital well-being industry is too diffuse
to categorize neatly. However, two key developments are
commercially-available mobile health (mHealth) devices (e.g.
mobile apps and fitness trackers) and online services (e.g.
chatbots). These technologies offer users a range of services
that aim to enhance a user’s ability to monitor or track healthrelated behaviors in a more self-directed manner, by using
digital psychiatry to personalize feedback and offer real-time
support [5]. However, Barras also draws attention to a growing
reliance on unlicensed therapists, noting concerns from
healthcare professionals about the potential of a reduced quality
in mental healthcare, and questioning the efficacy of the forms
of motivational therapy offered by these services [15].
Similar concerns about efficacy have also been raised with
respect to services that claim to offer support for mental health
issues such as anxiety, schizophrenia, post-traumatic stress
disorder, eating disorders, and addiction [5]. Larsen et al.
evaluate the quality of health-related claims made by
commercially-available mHealth apps, noting that 36% of the
apps evaluated made claims about improvements in knowledge
or skills to support self-management, 30% made claims about
improvements in symptoms or mood, and 10% claimed the
ability to diagnose or detect a mental health condition [72].
However, only two apps offered details of the direct evidence
supporting these claims, and only one provided citation details
to the scientific literature. Similar findings regarding the lack of
empirical support exist for other commercially-available
services [73], [74], raising questions about the informational
value of digital psychiatry in the digital well-being industry.
The concern about efficacy becomes more pressing when we
acknowledge that these products or services may also distance
users from healthcare professionals, who may be able to
mitigate some of the worst effects. In the UK, for example,
products and technologies that are classified as medical devices
are heavily regulated by the Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency. Products and services within the digital
well-being industry often currently fall outside of this
regulatory scope. As Anthes notes,
“an app that claims to prevent, diagnose or treat a specific
disease is likely to be considered a medical device and to
attract regulatory scrutiny, whereas one that promises to
'boost mood' or provide 'coaching' might not”. [5]
This is why so many services rely on unlicensed therapists (i.e.
‘motivational therapist’ or ‘wellness coach’) or hide behind
disclaimers to avoid scrutiny [72].
Healthcare services and governments across the globe have
responded to these developments [75], [76]. For instance, the
American Psychiatric Association has designed an evaluation
framework to guide informed decision-making around the use
of smartphone apps in clinical care [6]. These are positive

developments, but nevertheless have limited reach due to their
focus on clinical contexts, rather than the wider sectors
discussed in this paper.
Many of the risks analyzed throughout this section are a
result of the transfer of responsibility from traditional
healthcare providers to institutions, organizations, and
individuals. This raises a series of questions, such as whether
an organization has a duty or right to intervene on the basis of
inferred information; whether an institution has the necessary
resources to support individuals (e.g. students or employees);
and whether an individual has the decisional capacity and health
literacy to take responsibility for their mental health using
commercially-available services. Table II summarizes these
issues, for each the sectors identified in this section, and we
explore them further in the next section.

9
This acknowledgement is part of the recovery approach [81, p. 527], which
views recovery as “a deeply personal, unique process of changing one’s
attitudes, values, feelings, goals, skills, and/or roles. It is a way of living a

satisfying, hopeful, and contributing life even with limitations caused by illness.
Recovery involves the development of new meaning and purpose in one’s life
as one grows beyond the catastrophic effects of mental illness.”

IV. THE ETHICS DIGITAL PSYCHIATRY: OPPORTUNITIES AND
RISKS

In this section we expand on the ethical issues identified in the
previous section. As these issues are not all common instances
of ethical principles, values, or standards, etc., we do not
attempt to organize them within an over-arching framework
(e.g. mapping them to principles of bioethics or principles that
govern the design and development of AI [77], [78]). We also
note open questions and positive recommendations that we
expect will be central to ongoing discussions of digital
psychiatry.
A. Autonomy
The concept of ‘autonomy’ is an important concept in both
bioethics [30] and moral and political philosophy more broadly
[79]. While its usage varies, for present purposes it is sufficient
to note that its importance and value reflects a respect for both
an individual’s capacity to decide and freedom of whether to
decide [80]. This is because medical decisions are understood
to involve value judgements (e.g. comparative quality of life
assessments for two treatment options). For instance, a patient
experiencing depression may be fully informed by their
psychiatrist about their mental health and the options available
to them in terms of recovery, but nevertheless autonomously
decide to forego any treatment because their condition may be
an important part of their self-identity.9
While these features of autonomy are important in bioethics,
we also need to go beyond the perspective of patient autonomy
to identify specific ethical issues that arise with the use of
digital psychiatry outside of clinical settings. For instance, we
can ask:
(1) Does the passive collection of data impact a user’s
ability to participate in the decision-making process?
(2) How does the use of digital psychiatry outside of a
formal healthcare system change the way that autonomy
is construed?
Starting with (1), we can note how passive forms of data
surveillance and monitoring may create a non-transparent form
of informational asymmetry, whereby the user may be unaware
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which behavioral signals are used as input features for
assessment or diagnosis. This informational asymmetry can
impact autonomy in several ways. First, it limits the availability
of information that an individual may use to decide how to
present themselves, affecting their ability to influence how they
are perceived by others [82]. Second, it may undermine users’
trust in the respective system due to perceived privacy risks,
which could alter the evaluation of possible, desirable actions
(e.g. whether to use a support forum). Third, reliance on a predetermined set of features that are used to assess or diagnose an
individual may prevent an individual from being able to
challenge decisions by appealing to other relevant features that
fall outside of the system’s ontology (e.g. an over-reliance on
the use of linguistic features like prosody impacting hiring
outcomes to the detriment of specific applicants).
Moving on to (2), non-clinical uses of digital psychiatry
could lead to concerns regarding autonomy that may not arise
in the context of formal healthcare—most notably questions
about whether an organization has the right to intervene on the
basis of inferred information 10. For instance, the use of digital
psychiatry to monitor the psychological well-being of
employees to improve management practices may be perceived
as unjustified forms of surveillance that infringe on an
individual’s right to mental integrity and self-governance.
However, employees may choose not to challenge this use of
personal data for fear of repercussions, instead suffering from
the increased anxiety that the use of such systems may create.
To address these questions, it is necessary to consider how
different theories of autonomy—including those not developed
for the explicit purpose of medical practices or relationships—
may conceptualize the risks and opportunities of digital
psychiatry across different sectors. There is no easy way around
this, other than pursuing further research that explores how
ethical principles, such as ‘autonomy’, require contextual
specification in order to provide useful practical guidance for
developers and policymakers in different sectors.11
B. Model Generalizability
Where predictive models have been trained on nonrepresentative samples (e.g. limited demographic variation or
sets of features in the dataset), there is a risk of embedding bias
into the performance of the respective classifiers (e.g. digital
psychiatry in hiring). This connects to the issue of model
generalizability, which refers to the performance of a decision
function (e.g. a machine learning algorithm trained on one
dataset) to new cases or contexts (e.g. temporal, geographic,
genetic, cultural, or disease related) [19]. Model
generalizability is especially problematic in psychiatry, where
there is widespread acceptance that different demographics
experience mental health in varied ways (e.g. different social

10
Our use of the term ‘right’ is used in a loose sense and does not reflect the
endorsement of a particular normative theory.
11
Unfortunately, this article is not the appropriate place to expand on these
complex normative questions, which will be expanded on in future work.
12
Although individual models could be developed for specific use cases, this
would not necessarily fully overcome all of the issues discussed in this subsection.

attitudes towards a particular disorder impacting severity of
symptoms).
If the aim of digital psychiatry is to construct generalizable,
predictive models to be deployed in an online environment, the
sample data needs to be sufficiently representative of the
heterogeneous population to which it will be applied.12
Consider again the case of early screening for suicide
prevention. It is important to note that differences in
demographic and personal characteristics, like gender [83], lead
to differences in how individuals seek help. Freeman et al. note
that
“[c]onsidering the differences in suicidal intent between
males and females […], gender targeted prevention and
intervention strategies would be recommended.” [83, p. 1]
This is why a single model for detecting and acting upon
indicators of suicidal ideation is unlikely to be suitable.
Given the impact on individual health and well-being, aside
from being an empirical matter, ensuring adequate model
generalizability is an inherently ethical responsibility for
developers to ensure the technology they are deploying is fitfor-purpose. This is why the assessment of any new service
should not be carried out in isolation from the rest of the system
in which it will be embedded. For example, an app that can
identify early signs of depression could be dangerous if there is
not a well-functioning healthcare system to support the
individual. However, as many of these digital solutions are
developed by commercial companies, it is not immediately
apparent who is responsible for conducting this assessment. In
state-provided, single-payer systems like the UK’s National
Health Service (NHS), it would be the responsibility of those
commissioning the service. However, if the service is provided
as ‘direct-to-consumer’, this option may not be available. This
creates a scenario in which the onus may sit with the technology
providers, requiring them to accept a public health
responsibility that may admittedly be viewed as a
supererogatory action13.
One viable option is for public health organizations to
generate the evidence of the public health risks of commercial
uses of digital psychiatry and use this evidence base as leverage
to instigate partnerships with developers. For example, this
could be facilitated by targeting the process of uploading apps
to commercial app stores, so that developers receive a message
notifying them that before they are able to upload a healthrelated app it must be submitted to review by the relevant health
authority for the purpose of ensuring public safety. In this
scenario, app stores would incur a cost in slowing the rate of
uploaded apps, potentially resulting in a slight reduction in
income from this stream, but would also reduce the risk of
liability for supporting potentially dangerous products without
taking on anything other than a signposting responsibility.

13
In ethics, the term ‘supererogatory’ is used to refer to an action that is
morally praiseworthy but not obligatory. For instance, an action that goes
“above and beyond” what is morally acceptable.
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C. Epidemiological Inflation
The use of digital psychiatry outside of formal healthcare raises
a possible risk regarding epidemiological inflation. The general
idea is that potentially well-intentioned tools that seek to
identify mental health issues could contribute to a rise in their
prevalence within the population. For instance, some have
stressed the possibility that the use of symptom tracker apps
may worsen the very symptoms they’re designed to help with
(e.g. anxiety associated with sleep tracking) [84]. There is
insufficient evidence, at present, to determine how widespread
such effects may be for any given condition. This is because
separating the truth from mere panic is complicated by myriad
factors. For instance, as Makin notes,
“[c]comparing the rate of mental-health diagnoses in
today’s adolescents with those in previous generations is
complicated by changes in definitions and a greater
willingness to report mental-health problems.” [85]
The lack-of empirical certainty does not mitigate concerns
entirely. Research into placebo and nocebo effects suggests that
physiological changes can occur as a result of learning of one’s
genetic risk for disease like Alzheimer’s, independent of actual
genetic risk [86]. If this phenomenon extends to scenarios
where a user learns about wider risk factors associated with
other mental health issues, then there would be further reason
to adopt a more cautious attitude to the manner in which digital
psychiatry may present information to users.
There is a trade-off here between competing interests of
seeking to do good (beneficence) versus seeking to avoid harm
(non-maleficence). In lieu of further empirical evidence about
the causal contribution of digital psychiatry to mental health
issues, it is likely that policymakers and healthcare
professionals will fall back on the more cautious (and
pragmatic) principle of non-maleficence. This has implications
for the way in which ‘diagnostic’ uses of digital psychiarty are
calibrated. Developers are likely to follow the ‘smoke detector
principle’ (i.e. give more ‘false positives’ than ‘false
negatives’), especially in the absence of clear guidance on
liability, as it is believed that less harm can come to the
individual from a false ‘referral’ for further treatment than from
missing a potentially life-limiting symptom of mental health
crisis. Without evidence as to whether these ‘diagnoses’ can be
linked to greater levels of health anxiety, however, it is not
possible to say whether such a policy is justifiable.
Healthcare policymakers should commit to funding research
in this area, so that the necessary evidence can be generated to
inform appropriate and proportionate governing policies.
Research should include elements related to cognitive and
behavioral sciences, including design constraints from humancomputer interaction, to specify the way in which information
is displayed impacts the relevant health outcome. This
information will enable policymakers to develop detailed
guidance and standards to govern the design and use of digital
psychiatry. Such standards must include guidance on how
liability will be dealt with if information is interpreted in a way
that is harmful, or if a diagnosis is missed or over-inflated, to
14
When compared with the average 2-week waiting time for booked inperson consultations [88].

minimize the extent to which false positives are seen as the
‘safer’ option.
D. Earlier Screening and Improved Access
It is well-understood how early identification and treatment of
mental health issues such as depression can reduce the risk of
suicide [25]. If digital psychiatry can deliver earlier screening
and improved access, it is certainly worth further attention, as
it may improve the sort of ‘just-in-time’ interventions that could
save lives through more efficient prioritizing of resources [87],
or help reduce unnecessary distress in sectors like financial
services or education. While this may justify the use of risk
assessment tools, it is important to stress that their use may also
lead to some loss of privacy for individual users, due to
necessary data collection. Aside from risks to privacy, a
question remains as to whether the operators of relevant
platforms or technology have a right to intervene if their
automated tools identify a user at risk. The lack of agreement
upon standards or codes of conduct for practices outside formal
healthcare—aside from implicit organizational norms or
commitments to principles such as data minimization—will
likely serve as an obstacle to reaching any agreement on this
question.
Enabling risk assessment tools to provide genuine benefits to
the health outcomes of individuals is difficult because when
diagnoses are made outside of the formal healthcare system
they act more like inefficient and ineffective referrals. While
risk assessment tools might suggest to an individual that they
should seek medical advice, they do not necessarily provide
them with access to the appropriate support or treatment.
Instead, it is entirely possible that an individual who has been
assessed outside of the formal healthcare system must be
assessed again in a clinical setting before they are able to access
treatment. In these cases, risk assessment tools do not “improve
access” for individuals in a meaningful way, while they may
create a psychologically distressing situation where individuals
must live with the knowledge of a potential diagnosis for an
extended period of time without any support.
Even when digital psychiatry does improve access in a
meaningful sense, it may not do so fairly. Consider Babylon’s
NHS England service GP at Hand, which provides patients
with video-based GP consultation with minimal waiting
times14. This service has been criticized for ‘cherry picking’
patients—improving access for those who are digitally-savvy
and relatively healthy whilst worsening access for those who
still want to (or can only) meet GPs in-person [89]. On the one
hand, there is nothing inherently ‘wrong’ with providing
targeted services, or with giving individuals the ability to assess
themselves; on the other it is important that the service’s impact
on the system as a whole is considered, so that ‘improved
access’ does not lead to new forms of health inequality. To
avoid this, healthcare system governing bodies should invest in
the ability to model routinely the impact of digital psychiatry
services in much the same way that care pathways in hospitals
can be A/B tested in a modelling environment to maximize
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efficiency of patient flow. This would give healthcare systems
the ability to take necessary actions to ensure improved access
genuinely means improved access.
E. Greater Engagement and Empowerment
Digital psychiatry may lead to greater engagement and
empowerment for patients. However, as Morley and Floridi
note, what constitutes empowerment is far from clear [90]. This
is because, in many instances, the concept is predicated on an
often-unfounded assumption that reflection on information (for
example one’s medical record) will automatically result in
rational action. Yet, there is a risk of harm to individuals who
do not have the ‘right capacities’ to engage critically with health
information in the moment that they are presented with it, and
who may be unable to identify accurately ‘wrong’ or nonvalidated sources of information. This risk has increased as
digital psychiatry techniques have begun to operate outside of
formal healthcare systems which can act as information
gatekeepers protecting those who lack the decisional capacity
to critically assess informational value-—an acute problem in
the context of mental health disorders [91]—from potentially
harmful information. For instance, a study found that some
commercially-available apps—outside of the gatekeeping
capacity of the formal healthcare system—make false claims,
such as bipolar disorder is contagious or that drinking hard
liquor before bed is a good way to deal with a manic episode
[92]. Thus, Burr and Morley argue that the goal of genuine
empowerment requires greater attention to possible barriers to
engagement, which prevent individuals from seeking treatment
for mental health issues in the first place [93].
Given the complex nature of mental health (e.g. personspecific contextual factors such as environmental influence),
however,
the
clinically-demonstrated
efficacy
of
technologically-mediated interventions may be restricted to the
original context in which the study was conducted [94].
Therefore, while genuine empowerment demands prior focus
on the barriers to engagement, the complex nature of these
barriers in relation to mental health limits the scope of this
opportunity. For example, lack of social support may prove to
be a significant psychological burden for some, whereas
economic factors may represent more serious barriers to
engagement and empowerment for others. It is for this reason
that digital psychiatry interventions should not be viewed as
‘silver bullets’, capable of cutting through existing
socioeconomic complexities and creating entirely new methods
of care. This is particularly important while the evidence of
their social impact at scale is lacking.
There is also an ethical concern related to the intended goal
of these technologies, especially those within the digital wellbeing industry. It is possible that some uses of digital psychiatry
(e.g. chatbots) do little more than provide paid-for access to
digital forms of talk therapy. As such, it could be argued that
these services commercialize an important social function that
has typically been provided by friends and families. Instead of
15
Where the apps in question are part of the wider ecosystem of formal
healthcare systems, for example in the instance of the NHS Apps Library, the
providers of these service can be encouraged, or contractually obliged, to

empowering users, these services could contribute to a potential
diminishment of the inherent value of social relationships by
removing the opportunity for an actual friend to engage in
virtuous forms of compassionate listening, and possibly offer
more insightful support due to a wider understanding of the
contextual factors (e.g. lifestyle, previous experiences).
F. Real-Time Support
A well-known challenge for public health is adherence to
treatment. This is particularly problematic in cases of on-going
therapy for chronic conditions, where patients are often
expected to engage in long periods of self-directed treatment
without access to a medical professional. Digital psychiatry
may help with this challenge if implemented into already
existing, ubiquitous mobile technologies. This is why digital
psychiatry techniques that can extract relevant information
from ecologically-valid biometric signals are attracting
increasing attention (e.g. monitoring of student engagement in
classrooms).
The value-sensitive design of these technologies is key to
grasp these opportunities. For example, Mohr et al. state that
adherence itself is not sufficient for improved health
outcomes—improvement often requires “sustained behavior
change over many weeks or months” [94, p. 427]. However,
they continue, current
“mental health technologies are mainly didactic or
informational, which might not be ideal for promoting
sustained engagement and behavior change for many
people”. [94, p. 427]
In this respect, Peters, Calvo, & Ryan argue that contemporary
research into the satisfaction of psychological needs can be used
to provide valuable design constraints for engineers and
developers [95]. This approach can help develop more effective
behavior change strategies, which foster sustained engagement
by targeting an individual’s values that are intrinsically
motivating. While a promising avenue to explore, Mohr et al.
also give reasons to be cautious:
“[a]lthough improved design and technology may make
mental health technologies easier and more engaging to
use in the future, many of today’s mental health
technologies require some human support from a coach or
therapist to sustain engagement and obtain substantive,
reliable outcomes.” [94, p. 427]
This suggests that the use of digital psychiatry to automate
aspects of the user experience may need to be limited, even if it
results in some additional friction. Instead of ambient
monitoring, services could have emergency features that
connect users to immediate in-person support services, which
are accessible through voice, touch etc., in order to uphold
accessibility and universal design standards [57]. Push
notifications, which can be disabled on smartphones to give
users greater control, could also be sent to mHealth devices so
that active users can provide feedback on if, how, or why the
device is enabling them to manage their health better.15 Over
provide feedback data back to the central system so that it can ‘learn’ what apps
or services are most effective at supporting its patients.
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time, this may be perceived as best practice, and providers of
technologies who do not do this may be seen as less focused on
achieving positive health outcomes for their users and,
therefore, less trustworthy.
G. Privacy and Trust
As public perception of digital psychiatry techniques increases,
alongside media coverage of privacy violations [96], we will
likely see a greater public concern for online privacy and a
diminished sense of trust in organizations that deploy digital
psychiatry [97], [98].
Huckvale et al. found systematic gaps in accredited mental
health app’s compliance with data protection principles (i.e.
unsecure transmission of sensitive or personally identifying
information, lack of local encryption, lack of privacy policies)
[99]. Systematic reviews like this are vital to foster compliance
but may prove to be inadequate to prevent individuals from
altering their online behavior on the basis of perceived privacy
violations. This is sometimes referred to as “self-surveillance”
or “chilling effects” [100], and refers to the psychological
phenomena whereby a belief that one is being watched leads to
altered behavior.16 Self-surveillance can arise from a perceived
privacy risk (legitimate or not, i.e., a violation of privacy as
determined by a legal framework, or a belief that a social media
platform is engaging in intrusive data collection when it is not).
This highlights the importance of trust and transparency
between service users and platforms [101]. These are crucial,
for instance, to enable the use of media platforms and online
communities for the therapeutic disclosure of personal or
sensitive information.
One potential way to tackle privacy risks and lack of trust is
to tighten policies related to tracking and targeted advertising
[102]. Current mechanisms for creating ‘safe(r) spaces’ online,
require greater digital literacy than the majority of people
have—for example, using a VPN or the browser extensions
(e.g. ‘trackmenot’ extension17)—and, people struggling with
significant mental health issues may find that their capacity to
take these actions is reduced. Thus, the responsibility for
creating these spaces should not be incumbent on individuals.
Instead, it should be discharged by public institutions and social
media platforms. The creation of these spaces could fall, at least
in the UK, under the ‘duty of care’ that the British government
wants to see imposed on online companies [103].

with more attentive design and regulation. Our analysis
uncovers open questions and a series of recommendations that
require further work to be addressed—most notably the
question of when institutions and organizations have a right or
duty to intervene. The analysis also indicates that the
deployment of digital psychiatry in non-clinical settings could
lead to significant public health risks. Therefore, it is vital that
researchers, health professionals, technology designers, and
policymakers continue to assess and evaluate how and where
digital psychiatry should be deployed to maximize the benefits
for individual and social well-being, while minimizing the
public health risks.
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